
The King Man: The Order of the White Boar - A
Fascinating Tale of Chivalry and Adventure
Once upon a time in a faraway land, there existed an order of knights known as
the White Boar. These brave warriors were the guardians of the King Man, a
monarch whose reign was marked by both prosperity and challenges. In this
gripping narrative, we delve into the captivating world of The King Man and his
loyal knights, unraveling a story filled with courage, honor, and treachery.

The tale begins with the establishment of the Order of the White Boar by King
Man himself. Seeking to create an elite group of knights who would protect the
kingdom from external threats and ensure internal harmony, he selected the
finest warriors from across the realm. This brotherhood was bound not only by
their skills in combat but also by a shared code of honor and loyalty.

As knights of the White Boar, their duty went beyond traditional warfare. They
were also tasked with upholding the values of chivalry - showing respect,
kindness, and compassion to all, regardless of their station. This dedication to
justice made them revered figures amongst the common folk, who saw the order
as a beacon of hope in turbulent times.
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One of the most famous knights of the White Boar was Sir Jonathan, a skillful
warrior who possessed a heart of gold. His unwavering loyalty to the King Man
and dedication to the order earned him the respect of both his comrades and
enemies alike. Sir Jonathan's story is testament to the sacrifices made by the
knights of the White Boar, as he faced countless perils to protect the kingdom
from external threats.

However, not all challenges faced by the King Man and the White Boar were from
external forces. The tale takes an intriguing turn as we delve into the realm of
politics and betrayal. Mysterious plots, secret alliances, and internal power
struggles threaten to destabilize the kingdom. As the King Man finds himself
entangled in a web of deceit, the knights of the White Boar must navigate through
treacherous waters to protect their beloved ruler.

Throughout the story, readers are introduced to a myriad of memorable
characters - from wise sages and cunning spies to fierce enemies and unlikely
allies. Each character brings a unique dynamic to the narrative, enhancing the
richness of the world created by the author.

What makes The King Man: The Order of the White Boar truly captivating is its
ability to transport readers to a medieval world filled with grand castles, lush
landscapes, and exhilarating battles. The vivid descriptions paint a vivid picture,
immersing readers in a world steeped in history and fantasy.
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In , The King Man: The Order of the White Boar is a must-read for anyone who
craves an epic tale of chivalry, honor, and adventure. Its richly developed
characters, intricately woven plot, and immersive world-building make it a true
masterpiece of storytelling. So grab a copy, embark on a journey, and immerse
yourself in the world of King Man and his gallant knights - you won't be able to put
it down!
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How well do you know the story of the real King Richard III?

It's April 1483, and the death of his brother King Edward IV has turned the life of
Richard, Duke of Gloucester upside down, and with it that of his 13-year-old page
Matthew Wansford.

Banished from Middleham Castle and his friends, Matt must make a new life for
himself alone in London. But danger and intrigue lie in wait on the road as he
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rides south with Duke Richard to meet the new boy king, Edward V – and new
challenges and old enemies confront them in the city.

As the Year of the Three Kings unfolds – and plots, rebellions, rumours, death
and battles come fast one upon the other – Matt must decide where his loyalties
lie.

What will the future bring for him, his friends and his much-loved master? And
can Matt and the Order of the White Boar heed their King’s call on the day of his
greatest need?

‘The King’s Man’, the eagerly awaited sequel to ‘The Order of the White Boar’,
continues the story of Richard Plantagenet for readers aged 10 to 110.

Coming soon, in 2021: 'King in Waiting', the third book in 'The Order of the White
Boar' sequence. Follow Matt and his friends' further adventures...

Praise for 'The Order of the White Boar' and 'The King's Man'

‘A wonderful work of historical fiction . . . altogether a very enjoyable book for both
children and adults.’ Isabel Green, 'Ricardian Bulletin' of the Richard III Society

‘This engaging and exciting story has the power to captivate readers of any age .
. . extremely well researched and a pleasure to read.’ Wendy Johnson, member
of the Looking for Richard Project

‘A really gripping historical novel . . . well written, vivid and absorbing.’ E.
Flanagan, author of 'Eden Summer'

‘Exciting and appealing, accurate and well-researched . . . I can honestly see this
becoming a classic.’ Joanne R. Larner, author of 'Richard Liveth Yet'



‘A book full of action, heart, fire and hope. A cracking read, and I highly
recommend it.’ Narrelle M. Harris, author of 'Kitty & Cadaver'

‘Finally! A book that has been written for a younger audience, which brings to life,
through the eyes of a young boy, the just and fair leader that Richard III truly was.’
Richard III’s Loyal Supporters

Find Matt and Alex on Facebook at Alex Marchant Author, on Twitter
@AlexMarchant84 and @whiteboarorder, and on WordPress
@AlexMarchantBlog.
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The Ultimate Practitioner Guide To Program
Management: Unleash Your Leadership Skills
and Achieve Success!
Program management is a discipline that involves overseeing multiple
interdependent projects, aligning them with organizational goals, and
ensuring their successful execution....
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